We show that the adaptations of Arabic and Dutch loanwords obey an Indonesian limit Tadmor, Uri. 2009. Loanwords in Indonesian. In Martin Haspelmath & Uri Tadmor (eds.), Loanwords in the world's languages: A comparative handbook. The methodology of the Loanword Typology project: opportunities for the investigation of loanwords in individual Slavic languages on the basis of this project's methodology. I will then discuss the Haspelmath, Martin, Tadmor, Uri (Hg.) (2009): Loanwords in the world's languages. A comparative handbook. Berlin u.a.: de.


筆者參酌 Loanword Typology Project所提供的詞彙意義表收錄了1257個泰雅語單詞,並從論文名稱(外文):

Language Contact and Lexical Borrowings in Atayal.
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A partial list of Thai words that also classify nouns can be found in Wiktionary category: Thai classifiers. Classifiers for Asian Languages, ^ English-Thai reverse lookup and synonyms, ^ Suthiwan, Titima, Uri Tadmor (2009). Martin Haspelmath, ed. Loanwords in the World's Languages: A Comparative Handbook.